Energy Efficiency to Improve Network Life Time Using Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
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Abstract

Remote Sensor Networks (WSNs) have a developing innovation for different applications in reconnaissance, condition, natural surroundings observing, medicinal services and fiasco administration. It has monitor through environment by using sensing device that means of physical properties. WSN is a network that can transmit and receive through the wireless medium by using the sensor devices for various nodes. There are various base stations to control final destination of data from one place to other place. It includes the dense ad-hoc deployment, dynamic topology, spatial distribution, and Network topology, Graph Theory with constraint the bandwidth, energy life time and memory. Based on the problem size increases, it can require as various efforts by using the optimization techniques. This paper is to distinguish the deficiencies in Wireless Sensor Networks the hubs have transmitted starting with one place then onto the next by utilizing the particle swarm enhancement. PSO calculation is contrasted and the different calculations PCA, Neural system and OPAST. Based on the algorithm, the performance analysis is done on specificity, fault detection and fault coverage. The simulation result shows the energy life time, throughput, packet delivery ratio produces good performance when compared to the other algorithms.
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1. Introduction

WSNs have comprise consists of sensors which are classified for collecting, information, processing, storing and transferring information from one node to another in a wireless manner [1]-[5]. These WSN sensors the nodes work with physical phenomenon have some intelligence through network; each other to sense some data can be processed the sensors through the network. Wireless sensor networks consist of protocols and algorithms with increases the life time of sensor networks. Wireless sensor networks mainly used for temperature, pressure, humidity, noise levels, lighting conditions which is used for broadcast communication[6]-[10]. Wireless sensor networks have limited by power, energy and network capability.

The WSN applications are classified in three categories:

- Devices Monitoring.
- Network area Monitoring.
- Both Network area and Devices Monitoring.

WSN can be used for low power wireless communication for sensors. WSN are often deployed in inaccessible and inhospitable environments throughout the world. Principal component analysis (PCA) is the most popular methods for data transmitted for wide range of applications [11]-[13]. The various numerical techniques are used to calculate the numerical techniques or cross correlation relationship between the variables in the data variables by using the algorithm [14]-[15]. Zone -based routing (like OPAST) is an algorithm, that divided the small number of networks zone which is the area covered by the sensor networks.

2. Structure of the Algorithm

In this paper, based on the algorithm they address the problem of outlier detection in WSNs. They provide a technique-based algorithm framework to detect the techniques designed for WSNs. The proposed algorithm introduces the node characteristic and description of different detection techniques. Based on the detection techniques to compare the various sensor nodes for detection. This paper proposes a monitoring and diagnosis with dynamic power for applying the WSNs devices for various signal acquisition, processing, and transmission. The Proposed algorithm, the nodes which are responsible received the data collection and transmitting through supervisory controller. DPM protocol is used for sensor nodes to increases the Wireless Sensor Network lifetime; this proposed work presents past and present conditions of the PSO algorithm.

If the nodes are failed for fault detection algorithm, by using particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is efficient in fault detection when the nodes are enormous. Each node is to be consider the particle and travelling with velocity with function of optimized Pbest (personal best) value with V (t). Pbest and Gbest value is used to optimize techniques for the network to detect the faulty node. PSO algorithm is used to easy the detect the fault nodes that compare other techniques.

Advantages of PSO over other conventional algorithms are:

1) Easy way to implement the hardware or software.
2) Based on the parameters to check availability of the network.
3) Real, integer and binary domains are also check the parameters using this algorithm.

Figure 1. Architecture of WSN

3. Module of the Proposed Method

In PSO method, is used to calculate each potential node solution and every solution has positions (Ti,j)and (Si,j) . The solution set of the each solution that means of swarm. Based on the algorithm, each solution is used to generate random numbers from the solution space in the WSN network. Based on the algorithm, the solution of each solution and the swarm is kept as Far best (Fbesti,j) and Whole best (Hbesti,j), respectively. Based on the method, the calculation of solution and position of each node is shown in below (1) and (2).

\[ X_{i,j}(t+1) = ME_{i,j}(t) + D_1Q_1(F_{besti,j} -Ti,j(t)) + D_2Q_2(H_{besti,j} -Ti,j(t)) \]

\[ T_{i,j}(t+ 1) = T_{i,j}(t) + X_{i,j}(t + 1) \]

Where i and j is the index of the solution and position network. T shows the iteration number, \( X_{i,j}(t) \) is the solution of the i\(^{th} \) and j\(^{th} \) index of the particle in the swarm and \( T_{i,j}(t) \) is the position. \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) are used to generate the random numbers uniformly distributed between the range of 0 and 1. D1 and D2 are the acceleration numbers. M is the inertial weight. The implementing PSO algorithm for each solution is given below:

1. Each solution has generated random number with suitable dimensional feature.
2. Each particle has calculated by using the formula.
3. The success of the current solution is better than the success of $F_{\text{best}i,j}$ then determine $F_{\text{best}i,j}$ as the current solution.

4. Current particle is used to determine the success of $G_{\text{best}i,j}$ is better than the current solution.

5. Calculate the solution and position of the particle using (1) and (2).

6. Follow the steps from 2 to 5 maximum iteration is reached.

Inertial weight is, $M = t_{\text{max}} - t/t_{\text{max}}$

Where $M$ is inertial weight, $t$ and $t_{\text{max}}$ corresponds to the current iteration number and maximum iteration number. The parameters $D_1$ and $D_2$ are used to determine the particle in terms of local or global solutions in solution space. PSO method is used to identify the iteration that means of constant $D_1$ and $D_2$ are both equal to 2 for all applications.

4. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm

PSO Explanation

$Y$ is the representation of $T$ in the new basis:
$Y = PT$

$R$ is the covariance matrix in the new basis:

$$R_Y = \frac{1}{n-1} Y Y_T$$

(3)

Covariance matrix is defined as

- Matrix Defined:
  $S = TT'$
- $S$ is symmetric.
- Symmetric matrix is used to calculate by an orthogonal matrix of its eigenvectors.

$$R_Y = \frac{1}{n-1} Y Y_T = \frac{1}{n-1} (PT)(PXT) = \frac{1}{n-1} PXT PXT$$

(4)

Subspace methods have calculated in solving various statistical problems in array signal processing channel estimation and code-division multiple access (CDMA) communications. Based on EVD, subspace methods on same matrices using space decomposition.

5. Simulation Results and Discussion

PSO algorithm is used to detect the energy efficiency of best node for the process data transmitted through the network. The proposed techniques, numbers of valid packets are dropped when the rate is increased in the malicious nodes shows the increase in throughput of the network. The numbers of packets are received when the data is transmitted to the sink successfully. The Proposed techniques are increased in throughput of the network.
Figure 5. Packet Delivery Ratio
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Figure 7. Throughput of the Network

Figure 8. Comparison of Various Nodes

Figure 9. Power Consumption of various Nodes

Figure 10. Power Consumption of the Proposed and Existing Network

6. Conclusion and Future Scope

PSO algorithm has been a popular technique is used to solve optimization problems in WSNs due to its easy, quality, fast
coverage and insignificant computational burden. The simulation result shows that PSO produces good performance when compared to the other conventional algorithms. WSN network has challenge of reduced life time through network with the support like energy consumption of nodes is higher. The proposed method is used to analyse the various parameters like distance, power consumed and trust value by using PSO technique classifies the given sensor nodes into F and H Best Node. Future research on PSO method in WSN applications like: 1) Real world applications. 2) Development of PSO in hardware. 3) Development of parameters based on the network.
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